Music videos are ubiquitous in contemporary Arab public life. They are a lucrative staple for a 500-channel strong pan-Arab commercial television industry. Fans access various kinds of commercial videos, but also patriotic, religious, institutional, martial and cosmopolitan clips, on mobile phones, singers’ websites, iTunes, YouTube and countless blogs and Facebook pages. It seems that there is a music video that speaks to every conceivable Arab group identity. Yet, the phenomenon has so far eluded serious study. As captivating audio-visual blurbs, music videos attract attention; they are interesting not only because of their provocative aesthetics, but because they spotlight controversial issues and elicit impassioned reactions from public figures and ordinary people alike. Videos also reflect fraught cultural encounters: local versions of a global, mostly American form, they bespeak enmities and affinities between Arab and US cultures. This lecture considers music videos as instruments of visibility in a saturated media economy suffering from attention scarcity, and discussed the theoretical implications of this approach.